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AFTER READING I need a hug I need lots of hugs I can t believe it s over now The ending
was beautiful and bittersweet I cannot wait to fangirl with you all Allison, Zeke, Jackal, and

Kanin You will be missed I cried so much I will reread this series every time I m sad, I swear
Updated 2014 April 9th, less than a week before the release Who s excited I know I am The
door loomed dead ahead, and I didn t stop I didn t pause to reconsider my plan Whether I
was walking into a trap or straight to my death Katana at my side, I strode up to the door
and kicked it below the knob It flew open with a crash, nearly ripped off its hinges, and I
stepped into the room Updated 2014 March 27, 19daysAnother teaser To the people who
have received an arc, no spoilers for the rest of us until the publication, please No matter
how much and how loud we beg. Hey old man, Jackal called in a mocking voice, you forgot
to say if you kids don t stop I m going to turn this car right around and then no one will go to
Eden Updated 2014 March 19, 27 days before publication less than a month I slumped in
relief, then turnedto face a squadron of suspicious, hard eyed soldiers, their assult rifles
already trained on us all Updated 2014 March 6th Another teaser I didn t answer, walking
faster to get away from him, and he quickened his pace to keep up Come on, sister, where
s that obnoxious morality you kept throwing in my face every two seconds You re making it
very difficult to take any sort of pleasure in mocking it relentlessly Updated 2014 March 1st,
1 month and 15 days before publication So, they moved the publication date to April 15th
Yaaaaay And HERE S A SHORT TEASER FROM JULIE Ignoring the pain, I snatched my
katana from where it lay on the hood and roared a challenge to the giant bearing down on
me As it loomed overhead, smashing down with a huge fist, I dodged aside, and its arm
crunched into metal, leaving a deep hole behind Updated 2014 January 23, In the
afternoonA LITTLE TEASER NEVER HURT ANYONE said no one ever Scroll down for
THE FOREVER SONG s first teaser The smell of blood grew thicker once we were past the
wall, though nothing moved on the narrow path that snaked between houses The flimsy
wood and tin shanties were silent, dark, as we ventured deeper, passing snow covered
porches and empty chairs Everything looked intact, undisturbed There were no bodies No
corpses mutilated in their beds, no blood spattered over the walls of the few homes we
ducked into There weren t even any dead animals in the tiny, trampled pasture past the
main strip Just snow, and dark, and emptiness And yet, the smell of blood soaked this
place, hanging thick on the air, making my stomach ache and the Hunger roar to life I bit it
down, clenching my jaw to keep from snarling in frustration It had been too long I needed
food The scent of blood was driving me crazy, and the fact that there were no humans here
made me furious Where were they It wasn t possible that an entire outpost of mortals would
up and disappear without a trace And then, as we followed the path around the pasture and
up to the huge barn at the top of the rise, we found the townspeople A massive, barren tree
stood beside the barn, twisted branches clawing at the sky They creaked and swayed
beneath the weight of dozens of bodies, hanging upside down from ropes tied to the limbs
Men, women, even a few kids, swinging in the breeze, dangling arms stiff and white Their
throats had been cut, and the base of the tree was stained black, the blood spilled and
wasted in the snow But the smell nearly knocked me over regardless, and I clenched my

fists, the Hunger raking my insides with fiery talons Well, Jackal muttered, crossing his arms
and gazing up at the tree, isn t that festive His voice was tight, as if he too, was on the edge
of losing it I m guessing this is the reason we haven t found a single bloodbag from here all
the way back to New Covington He growled, shaking his head, lips curling back from his
fangs This guy is really starting to piss me off I swallowed the Hunger, trying to focus
through the gnawing ache Why James, don t tell me you feel sorry for the walking
meatsacks, I taunted, because sometimes, goading Jackal was the only thing that kept my
mind off everything else He snorted and rolled his eyes No, sister, I m annoyed because
they don t have the decency to be alive so I can eat them Updated 2014 January 23, Early
morningHOLY FUDGE BROWNIES THE COVER I m so done it s so beautiful and simple
and it doesn t match the other covers but the birds flying omg kill me I LOVE IT SO MUCH
Updated 2013 October 19Dear Julie, I m not asking for and they lived happily ever after I m
just asking for AND THEY LIVED And by them I meant Kanin, Allie, AND Zeke Updated
2013 September 25You know what would be the best form of torture Making someone fall
in love with a book that ends on a cliffhanger with a sequel that doesn t come out for a year
OH WAIT, THERE ARE PEOPLE WHO ALREADY DO THATthey re called authors.JulieK
is an expert Updated 2013 September 22 THE BLURB IS OUT VENGEANCE WILL BE
HERSAllison Sekemoto once struggled with the question human or monster With the death
of her love, Zeke, she has her answer.MONSTERAllie will embrace her cold vampire side to
hunt down and end Sarren, the psychopathic vampire who murdered Zeke But the trail is
bloody and long, and Sarren has left many surprises for Allie and her companions her
creator, Kanin, and her blood brother, Jackal The trail is leading straight to the one place
they must protect at any cost the last vampire free zone on Earth, Eden And Sarren has
one final, brutal shock in store for Allie.In a ruined world where no life is sacred and former
allies can turn on you in one heartbeat, Allie will face her darkest days And if she succeeds,
triumph is short lived in the face of surviving forever alone. Holy Maria Just shut up and take
my moneyThe feels is becoming too much Like every month we get closer and closer to
Spring 20 freaking 14 and then we get a blurb and soon a cover and my whole life is just
shifting and it hurts so much because it said Zeke is dead aND JULIE KAGAWA WHY ARE
YOU DOING THIS TO ME Updated 2013 September 2 WE JUST GOT AN EXPECTED
PUBLICATION PEOPLE drum rolls April 29th 2014 NO But that s a million light years away
My feelings right now THEN Updated 2013 August 19THIS IS JUST TOO MUCH wails And
the monster rose up, embracing my pain, turning it to vengeance This is what we are, it
whispered, easing the despair threatening to crush me We are vampires We are not
human, we do not need human emotion, we do not get attached to human beings You knew
that from the beginning.I did Allie the Fringer knew that, even before she was Turned She d
tried to warn me to keep my distance, to guard my heart Lesson learned I was a monster I
would never forget that again My Dream Cast view spoiler YIFEI LIU as Allison Sekemoto
black hair, pale skin, and squinty eyes view spoiler hide spoiler [[ Read ]] ? The Forever

Song ? VENGEANCE WILL BE HERSAllison Sekemoto Once Struggled With The Question
Human Or Monster With The Death Of Her Love, Zeke, She Has Her AnswerNSTERAllie
Will Embrace Her Cold Vampire Side To Hunt Down And End Sarren, The Psychopathic
Vampire Who Murdered Zeke But The Trail Is Bloody And Long, And Sarren Has Left Many
Surprises For Allie And Her Companions Her Creator, Kanin, And Her Blood Brother, Jackal
The Trail Is Leading Straight To The One Place They Must Protect At Any Cost The Last
Vampire Free Zone On Earth, Eden And Sarren Has One Final, Brutal Shock In Store For
AllieIn A Ruined World Where No Life Is Sacred And Former Allies Can Turn On You In
One Heartbeat, Allie Will Face Her Darkest Days And If She Succeeds, Triumph Is Short
Lived In The Face Of Surviving Forever Alone So, this is me, all of me, forever Nolooking
back Noregrets From now on, vampire girl he lowered his head, brushing his lips across my
skin I m all yoursI promise no spoilers for this book but it would be impossible to review The
Forever Song without giving away some things from the previous books In my opinion, this
final installment is the weakest I thought the second book was a hard one to follow, so
maybe that fact contributed, but I would have very few good things to say about this if it
wasn t Jackal who is actually one of my favourite YA paranormal characters and I so hope
he gets his own spin off which looks quite likely.So what s up with all the angsting I ve
known from the start that these books are quite dark, dreary and full of drama, but that s
kind of what I liked about them I liked reading about Allison s moral struggles and how she
came to terms with being a monster and learned to embrace both sides of who she is I liked
reading about her relationship with Zeke and the convincing way the author depicted
problems faced in a human vampire relationship I liked Kanin And I LOVED the comic relief
offered by Jackal s bitingly sarcastic sense of humour But the latter was one of only two
things that remained consistent with this last book The other being the grittiness and vivid
gory details.The first book in this series The Immortal Rules is an introduction to the world
and characters It s also slower than the other two and focuses on the changes in Allison s
life and the way she adapts to them The second book The Eternity Cure is much better It s
a complex, well plotted story that mixes fast paced action with humour, and nail biting
tension with romance It s one of those books that just ticks every box It excites, it surprises,
it holds your attention This last book isn t like that, in my opinion It s 416 pages long and
about 80% of that is about Allison and Zeke s romantic angst And maybe I wouldn t mind so
much if they didn t go round and round in the same circles.There are very few surprises.The
plot was exactly as I expected it to be, in between copious amounts of vampire love drama
In fact, there is only one thing that happens near the end which I would consider a surprise
and even that isn t particularly difficult to see coming especially when you remind yourself
that something dramatic has to happen at the climax I keep saying it but without Jackal, this
book would have been very disappointing It s also, in part, an extremely long meditation on
what it means to be a monster and how to be a vampire without choosing to become evil
Which is basically what the entire first book was about why did we need to cover this again

It was like de ja fucking angst.The stuff I did actually like Gritty details Kagawa seems to be
really good at this This series, despite the age of the characters, often feels like a set of
adult books because the author isn t afraid to go there and she never skimps on the details
I don t know about her Fey books, but this series is very gory and bloody in horrific detail, at
times Which may or may not be your thing, but it works well for me It also suits the dark,
depressing setting and general feel of the novel this is not a nice world and Kagawa isn t
about to let you forget it.Jackal Have I mentioned that I like him Oops But Jackal is just
100% the kind of character I like He s witty, sarcastic and yeah, a bit of an asshole too I can
t help it I love multilayered characters that are neither all good or all bad And I think it s
great when an author can take a character who does bad things but manages to make you
love them anyway I cannot tell you how much I would love a spin off series featuring Jackal
I would still recommend this series for fans of YA paranormal dystopias romances These
books are still very much worth reading everyone deserves a bit of Jackal in their lives but I
think the trilogy peaked with the second book Three stars, for me, is a positive rating and I
can t deny that even at its weakest points, this series delivers enough drama, action and
gore to keep readers interested Blog Leafmarks Facebook Twitter Instagram Tumblr

After reading NOOOO IT S OVER, NOOOOOOoooo.Well, I am sad to see this series come
to an end I really enjoyed it The Forever Song is a good conclusion to the trilogy, over all as
thrilling, action packed, and emotional as the two books that preceded it There were a few
things that didn t quite work for me, and I m still trying to decide how I feel about the ending
But over all, it was worth the wait.Full review coming soon Before reading The Forever
Song THIS IS THE SONG THAT NEVER ENDS, YES IT GOES ON AND ON MY
FRIENDS, SOME PEOPLE STARTED SINGING IT NOT KNOWING WHAT IT WAS, AND
THEY LL CONTINUE SINGING IT FOREVER JUST BECAUSE THIS IS THE SONG THAT
NEVER ENDS, YES IT GOES ON AND ON MY FRIENDS Update 11 15 13 Oh dear lord, it
doesn t come out until April 29th, 2014 NOOOO.Also Update 3 13 14 OOOOH A COVER It
s pretty Also it s on NetGalley Update 3 16 14 I GOT AN ARC YAAAAAAY So yeah, I will
be reading this very soon Someone hold me, I m scared. Oh the title is perfect sigh Zeke
baby And Allison, you gorgeous badass I love you too much to wait I Just Can t.Ms Kagawa
I believe you are trying to kill me, but I love you anyway because you re so crazy
awesome.But dammit I NEED THAT BOOK MISSY I am proud of you, Allison Sekemoto,
he whispered Whatever you decide, whatever path you choose to take, I hope that you will
remain the same girl I met that night in the rain The one decision for which I have no regrets
It is always difficult to start a review when you have so many feelings about a book,
especially in a trilogy or saga, but I think at the same time or at least in my case, I can
express better my opinions and so I can calm down myself a little too lol.We can see a very
different Allie this time, in her trip to Eden, along with Kanin and Jackal, after the death of
Zeke, she is determined to leave the feelings of the past behind of her and make way for
her demon part, which dominates her completely in the early chapters of history , thus
becoming adangerous vampire.I really liked this change in her, although clearly the change
is due to a very sad thing it has happened in her life, I think Allie had to experience it to
really understand what being a vampire means, and what are the real consequences about
it.I think of the three books this is in my opinion, thataction scenes has, made me feel as if
the characters were in real danger constantly, causing the plot catch me and I ve want to
read on to discover who lives or who dies.When you feel so attached to the plot, when you
don t know what is happening or will happen, and even so continuous to the reading, it is
totally merit of the writer, and in this case as I mentioned Julie Kagawa is amazing doing it
Now I m sure that will not take anything in deciding to reading a new book of hersIf we are
talking about choice and regret, what has happened cannot be undone And dwelling on the
past changes nothing You will only drive yourself to insanity if you doHas left me so happy
that I feel very good about each of the characters, absolutely all have grown much and I ll
miss everyone Jackal is so funny, outgoing and always saying what he thinks, although the
most unexpected things lol, he has no filter I love him so much, is a character without
waste, I think I easily I would read a whole book about him I am very pleased with how
everything has ended for him, I would have liked something else, not gonna lie, but it was

very fineYou know, Jackal said, kicking a rabid in the face, sending it reeling, it seems that
whenever I m with you, I m constantly fighting my way into places I really don t want to be
The sewers, the Prince s tower, a bloody freaking churchKanin always be definitely my
favorite character This master vampire has won my heart, it is a noble being and his
dispocision to help others is always worth noting, I think that the plot would not have been
the same without him, is a character, essential for that history has finished as just end view
spoiler Even I can t believe what happened to Kanin, I knew someone was going to die, but
did not want that had to be him I still don t accept it I ve cried like a baby. TeamKaninforever
hide spoiler SpoilersAn unremarkable end to an unremarkable series The Forever Song
mostly consisted of Allison walking, snarling, feeling sorry for herself, baring her fangs,
making cheesy promises of revenge, and inner monologuing And the rest of the story was
made up of generic fight scenes I hated Allison s character, she was such a crappy heroine
It pissed me off how her whole world revolved around a guy She lost all her morals and
turned into a heartless cow all because she thought she lost her love interest, it was
pathetic that her behaviour and ethics hinged on the fate of a boy I got tired of Allison
talking about her Hunger and the Monster inside of her, I think it was meant to make her
seem badass and dangerous but it just came across as annoying and silly Where were all
the secondary female characters There were none Allison was always around guys Jackal,
Kanin, Zeke, Sarran she didn t have a SINGLE conversation with another female Allison s
vampire family was male, the soldiers were male, the doctors were male, the mayor was
male why couldn t one of them have been female In total, there was less than a page s
worth of dialogue from other female characters that weren t Allison I m being generous
calling them characters since they were pretty much non characters.She didn t have one
strong female influence or relationship in her life It seems like most YA authors have
decided that the only story worth telling about a girl is one which revolves around boys Ugh
Allison and Jackal s bickering got really boring after a while, it just went on and on I think it
was meant to be funny or something but it was irritating having to read them bitch at each
other over and over again Zeke was normal and sweet if a bit boring in the first two books,
but he turned into the typical cold, emo, nobody understands me, I m so tortured YA hero It
was nauseating.All in all, I wasn t impressed Allison was insufferable, Zeke was awful, the
story was repetitive and dull, and worst of all there were no secondary female characters I
won t be reading any future Julie Kagawa books. Rating Clarification 3.5 starsThis series is
definitely a MUST READ These books are constant page turners, gripping, enthralling and
exhilarating Personally, I think that this third installment had too much action and no down
time Part of what made me love the first installment so much is that it had the perfect
combination of both action and narrative, the action is perfectly fine , but the down time
makes that action better, gives ittension and also with the slow moments we can have time
to reflect, assimilate and feel In my opinion we miss profoundness with so much
action.Despite the fact that is categorized young adult and the characters are 17 18 years

old, they could perfectly be older, there is no teen drama here, the books would have work
just as well having Allie and Zeke being in their 20s.As the way the book ended, we could
have a Jackal spin off series Audiobook The narrator Therese Plummer does a terrific job
She gives the perfect tone and strength to the story and the characters She unquestionably
improves the narrative I definitely recommend listening to this audio book edition instead of
reading the book The overall feeling of the series is really good, excellent It has a
fascinating set of characters, a compelling story line and a great universe READ IT My
Reviews in the Blood of Eden Series Book 0.5 Dawn of EdenBook 1 The Immortal
RulesBook 2 Eternity CureBook 2.5 Zeke s Letter to Allie Book 3 The Forever Song
January 2014 Update That cover a little too girly for me Anyone else see the infinity sign the
birds make HAHA GET IT FOREVER made by birds song Cool stuff The Forever Song I
can t help but think Crazy Sarren thinks song scream So forever song everlasting torture
But then again, the title is so darn beautiful, I m crying just reading it Let s start with why I
love this series Everytime I read a Blood of Eden novel, all I think is grey The setting is so
dark and dreary and I can t understand WHY I like something like that Like, I love books
withglamour Or at least, some colour So I guess dark series is the first impressive one I ve
read The characters Not sure about you, but I love all the characters, even the crazy ones
Stick that % It takes an impressive author to make you HATE someone so much I liked
itwhen Allison wanted to kill him I mean, it proves that she too, is a flawed character Even
when he died, I was happy Serran crazy psychopath Again, takes an awesome writer to
make you hate this guy But then again, it s understandable because he was tortured by
humans Zeke No words for him, but I really want to KNOW himI feel like he the character
with the least depth, especially for a main character Kanin I keep on thinking of this old guy
when they mention him But he s sostrong Morally You get tortured and nearly die from the
Hunger, but still manage to come back I thought he had a thing for Allison after he bit her
He s such a nice guy Gosh, I m crying Jackal best bad guy ever He s all witty and makes
the smartest remarks, but at the same time, he knows when to let go Reminds me of Puck
from the Iron Fae series Other than the fact he killed Zeke s groupies and wants vampires
to rule the world, I think he s a decent character Maybe it s wrong for me to think this way,
but I think James and Allison sounds like a nice pair Allison definitely flawed, and that s
what I like about her She doesn t deny the monster inside of her, and knows how to tame it
There s something about her that makes her unique She s the most human of them all
Great female lead YAY VAMPIRE GIRL AND PREACHER BOY The writing style yay
description and small font What I hope will happen Allison A Let go of Zeke Sarren S I like
to hear him sing Kanin K This is between me and you Let go of the kid Jackel J Oh we re so
doomed Oh Since we re doomed HAHA, guys I m switching sidesagain That makes me a
triple agent S Now that we re at Eden, we just need to enter Uses Zeke s DNA to get in
MWAHAHA Now I m going to release that virus after a destroy their labs First, I have to kill
this little bird Stabs Zeke Zeke Sings A NOOO S runs off and K follows A oh Zeke I love you

Z Change me Please A butbut Z I love you so much I want to be with you Make it quick
Transforms him Z Ahh feeling good already Let s go kick his bum Finds S, who happens to
kill K for good S gets captured and used for experiments again through the work of A and Z
Somewhere halfway, Jackel changes sides again At the end, the two of them Jackel are
cured The Forever Song Can t wait. The last book in this series was great It followed up on
all the elements and gruesome details that enchanted me so very much in the first book
The element of surprise and change that occurred in the love relationship, although
foreseeable, was amply believable and well portrayed I can t really complain because I did
love everything about this book, and I think it ended well Kanins death was a necessary evil
to heighten the drama, a symbolic representation of sacrifice for the greater good It was
dramatic, realistic, and vastly emotional.But in general my favorite thing in books two and
three was the siblings love hate relationship The shades of gray in every person or in this
case vampire made a great influence on the way you looked at the story I guess what
captured me most was the touches of reality signified in this fantasy tale The only thing that
prevents me from giving this book a full 5 is the extension of Zekes moping period was a
little too long, the whining on his behalf set me off a little I mean yeah I get the whole guilt
and despair, but he soundedwhiny than miserable to me But like I said, can t complain, as I
really enjoyed reading this series It made my blood boil, and at the same my heart wrench
for it s characters and events.
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